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The Intelligent Revolution



Source: Salesforce.com
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Three Macro Forces Driving 
the Intelligent Revolution



Exponential growth in data and computational power, and declining 
storage costs has laid the foundation for Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Source: imgarit.pw 



Source: domo.com



The abundance and proliferation of computational power and data enable 
machines to mimic human intelligence

Source: ajnr.org



Source: acctech.biz

The Innovation Revolution has an enormous impact on the development 
of disruptive technologies, and human and business productivity
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Modern Evolution of
Artificial Intelligence



Source: Britannica.com, thoughtco.com

Charles Babbage
Born in 1791 - London, England

Mathematician and inventor

Credited with conceiving the first 
automatic digital computer



Source: Britannica.com, thoughtco.com

Babbage envisioned performing any arithmetical operation on the basis 
of instructions from punched cards



Source: Britannica.com, thoughtco.com

Ada Lovelace
Born in 1815 - Middlesex, England

Mathematician and writer

Regarded as the first computer 
programmer and prophet of the 
computer age



Source: thoughtco.com; brainpickings.org

Lovelace believed the Engine might act upon things besides a number, 
marking a fundamental transition from calculation to computation



Source: Britannica.com, thoughtco.com

Alan Turing
Born in 1912 - London, England

Mathematics, cryptanalysis, logic, 
philosophy, mathematical biology, 
computer and cognitive science, AI

The father of Artificial Intelligence



Enigma was a highly complex coding machine originally built by the 
Germans during WWI

Source: therutherfordjournal.com



The ‘Bombe’ successfully intercepted and decoded up to 84,000 Enigma 
messages a month, saving an estimated 14 million lives

Source: therutherfordjournal.com



Source: britannica.com

After the war, Turing focused his efforts on computing, cognitive science, 
and artificial intelligence, creating the Turing Test 



Source: themarketingtechnologist.co
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Manifestations of 
Machine Intelligence









“AI is likely to be either the best or worst 
thing to happen to humanity.” 

- Stephen Hawking



Progressing Forward…by Learning from Where We’ve Been

Source: britannica.com
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Implications for Consumer & 
Market Research



• Automate tasks to help perform your job 
more effectively

• Quickly generate insights from large 
amounts of data

• Enable interactions with technology via 
natural-language conversations

Integrate to Evolve

 Enable businesses to survey the market continually

 AI solutions are producing insights in seconds that used to take 
teams of people days or even weeks to produce



Compliment to Enhance
Leverage traditional methods to enhance AI 
development:

• Prioritization (how can AI help your customers?)
• Build Hypotheses
• Ensure unbiased inputs
• Verify & confirm authenticity
• Fill unknown data gaps
• Ongoing contributions for future refinement

Human intelligence has the power of creativity to deal with 
unforeseen obstacles and change course accordingly
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